EDITORIAL
Again the talk is of more reductions in railway
passenger mileage, British Rail warning of another
2,500 coming off the present 11,500 mile system.
Of course, the BR position is that should Government, or more precisely the relevant civil servants, reverse an apparently ingrained anti-rail
bias, these further closures may not happen
and neither may a 100 per cent five-year rise
in outer London commuter fares, another BR
storm cloud.
It is becoming harder to see the Government turning fairy godmother. The rail unions
have talked of a very worrying decline in passenger carryings because of recent large fare
increases. Apart from business traffic (watch
out for the airlines there), long-distance
coaches on the motorway network seem to be
able to do the Inter City job much cheaper.
And those commuters ? It looks as if they'll
pay or move house in the end.
So, where could cuts come ? Scottish and
Welsh Nationalists can probably exert enough
influence on a nervy central Government to
keep their lines intact. Unfortunately there
are no East Anglian or significant Cornish
nationalists so those areas look especially
at risk. As for Southern, the Reading-Tonbridge link must be vulnerable, and a doomsdayish list would probably include AshfordOre, the Sanderstead branch, West CroydonWimbledon and even the South London line.
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let's hope such cuts don't come to pass. A pity
there doesn't seem just at the moment to be
something more concrete than hope to lean on.
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COMING EVENTS
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LOOK BACK WITH INTEREST

This issue marks the close of three years' of
my Editorship of live Rail, a post I am now
giving up, with regret. There is however the
slight consolation of taking the luxury of
a look back at LR and Southern Electric in
those three years.
My farewell editorial (p.111, 112) may
sound a note of despondency. I must confess
to a certain rising pessimism about the general
future of railways. Relatively, Southern Region
should do well even in the face of nationwide
decline, though as I've said before, the lack
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of new suburban stock is not an encouraging
feature. Of 19 editorials, I calculate that
nine dealt with BR's economic plight and
related topics, a measure of the hard times
the railways face.
The nadir was reached with the mere
eight lines of editorial in January this year
which ended "Ugh. Wake me up when it's over."
I'm surprised that no readers berated me for
not displaying a more thoughtful approach!
On the other hand, SR's stock diversity keeps
the whole subject from the Southern Electric
point of view a bubbling one. The future,
as I said on an up-beat note in March 1974,
"can only be full of interest."
That's more like it. The first two
issues for which I was responsible were in the
old larger size format (remember?) and the
dominant subjects at the end of 1973 included
particularly the Pep stock (doesn't seem as
though it's been around so long, does it?)?
then new and working on the S.E. as well as
S.W. division. New Veps were still being
delivered, those in the 7860s being reported
for the first time.
In 1974, locos were renumbered; the Channel
Tunnel and associated rail links were debated;
staff shortages forced summertime service cuts;
Epb 5323 ran away from Caterham to Norwood Junction (its eventual diversion to buffer stops
would not be possible now due to track rationalisation.); some "BR" Haps became demoted Saps;
Cannon St shut for 5 weeks as part of the London Bridge scheme; and additional Reps appeared.
In 1975, bomb scares became frequent
interrupters of services; Mountfield Tunnel
on the Hastings line was closed for one-and-ahalf months to be shored up, and re-opened
singled; in May the SEG celebrated its 5th
birthday and ran a successful railtour which
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visited the about-to-be-closed Bridport branch;
Vab 8001 was disbanded; SW Div main line services
were severely disrupted by an earth slip at Berrylands; and Cep 7153 was (somewhat oddly) refurbished in trendy style.
In 1976, a terrorist bomb blasted a (thankfully empty train near Cannon St; there were
service cuts in most areas (and more threatened),
though SE Div. services get a shot in the arm
thanks to the opening of the reorganised and
re-signalled London Bridge layout; "SR" Haps
turned into Saps; the SEG's Cor and associated
vehicles moved to their good new home near Peterborough; and accelerating at one go a process
that had been going on throughout the three
years, nearly 50 Subs were withdrawn.
Since 1973? I have enjoyed immensely the
contact with like-minded enthusiasts (I hope we
shall continue to communicate and meet !). I'm
gratified by the significant increase in the
number of LR contributors, and hope my successor
will be as well showered with mail !
In future, I shall be just a reader — and,
I hope, a contributor- a humble status already
anticipated by the Group organisation : as
Editor I used to receive two copies of each
issue, but the SEG only let me have one of the
July issue ! All the best to all.
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ONE JOURNEY ONLY

Some readers of Live Rail have probably
wondered whether, in view of the recent practise
of sending Southern coaches to distant parts
for cutting up, the Southern ever had its own
arrangements for full-scale disposal of withdrawn
vehicles. The answer is "yes," and as the arrange
-gments varied over the years it nay be of interest
to set down what they were.
Back in the impecunious thirties, the Southern
Railway still had a substantial proportion of mid
to late Victorian wooden stock to deal with. Most
of it was much more solid and stoutly built
than later vehicles and correspondingly difficult
to break up. Reluctance to waste physical energy
was coupled to a reluctance to waste materials if
they could be sold or used again.
Thus it was that large numbers of complete
bodies were sold off, for £10 to £100 a time,
to farmers, bungalow town dwellers and others,
for grounding. This happened particularly before
the middle 1930s, when local authorities began
to be conscious of town planning (the first
Town and Country Planning Act of real significance
came in 1932). Others found their way on to lineside sites to be used for sheds, mess-rooms and
offices, particularly in 1940-42 when war needs
had to be met for wardens, home guards, fire
watchers, decentralised traffic control and
what have you.
Most of the lineside examples have long
since gone, but bodies can still be found
on farms after 35 or 40 years of use as
chicken houses or fertiliser stores. (Editor
adds : And there are seaside examples like
the considerable number at Pagham Beach).
Underframes were used as far as possible for
some other function. Thus six-wheel LCDR and
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LSWR bogie underframes had gas tanks mounted on
them; the gas tankers conveyed oil gas from
Rotherhithe Road gas works to restaurant car
sidings.
Goods wagons tended to get allocated to
sleepy sidings or colliery yards for internal
use, where eventually they would rot and fall
apart, sometimes depositing their contents on
the track, or — as at Southampton Docks — in
the middle of the public highway. In either
case, all that was necessary was to clear up
the mess and burn the wooden bits.
The first definitely recorded spate of
scrapping away from a carriage and wagon works
appears to have been at Eardley sidings, a vast
complex, now vanished, which used to be on the
down side between Streatham Junction and Mitcham
Junction. Some of the original Waterloo & City
line coaches went there at the end of 1940.
Others went to Horley, in a yard alongside the
up line which saw first a slaughter of redundant
steam engines in the 1940s, then the axing of
the wooden bodies of Sub units and finally seemed
to become a store for spare sections of old
footbridges.
Lancing works (closed in the mid 1960s) also
did some carriage scrapping, but by about 1953
the chopping centre had been moved to sidings
between Southease & Rodmell Halt and Newhaven
Town. Here a team of railway-employed breakers
could demolish a carriage body in half-an-hour
or so. Until about 1964, when carriage breaking
began to involve rather more metal cutting, Newhaven dealt with nearly all the Southern's carriage withdrawals and a vast number of goods vans
and wagons of all origins.
Over the years, Eastleigh and Ashford works
also dealt with wagons. But the centre of activities
was shifted to Sheerness, where a siding ran into
convenient contractor's yard. Here were d e - b o d i e d
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some of the Pul and Cor underframes which were
subsequently returned for conversion into rail
carriers.
Today, virtually no cutting up is done in
Southern territory. The last big withdrawal programmes saw coaches going to South Wales, the
north of England and even to Scotland for their
"One journey only" — the wording used on cards
tacked to the step-boards of vehicles which
had been condemned.

SEG's Isle of Wight visit report
In the morning of Saturday, June 26, the SEG
delegation was shown Ryde St Johns Road depot
by its foreman Mr Coote. The depot is extremely
small, being the old steam loco. works, and
has only very, limited equipment, yet many of the
functions of a main works are carried out there.
Some remarked that the "shoestring" operation
resembled a preservation society, but really the
achievement is much more impressive, since the
small team of men keep the rolling stock — "standard" tube stock 40 or 50 years old — available
for the full public service, although in summer
few cars are spare.
Major repairs are undertaken, much of the
work being done by hand. It was clear that this
works maintains its tradition of self-reliance
and inventiveness, and that there is a tremendous
pride in the work. Our thanks go to Mr Coote
for sparing his time to explain it all so
entertainingly.
The afternoon saw us in two of the line's
three functioning signal-boxes. Ryde St Johns Road,
essentially a mechanical box, has had power equipment added so that it now controls the line from
Ryde Pier Head to Smallbrook Junction. At Sandown
we observed the operation of the unusual "Isle of
Wight Tokenless Block System" on the single line
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toShanklin. Finally we were treated to a close
look at the unique Hunslet diesel-mechanical loco
05 001 ("Nuclear Fred") used for ballast trains,
at its usual home in the p. way sidings at Sandown. For conducting us in the afternoon our
thanks are due to Mr Streeter the rail manager,
Mr Bowers, his chief clerk, Mr Russell the Ryde
signalman, and to Mr Fry, the. Sandown signalman.
And of course we are most grateful to the SR
authorities for permitting these informative
visits.
REGIONAL

REVIEW

TEST TRIPS

Jun14, Brake tests carried out between Farnham &
Alton using Hap 6022. The unit was based at Alder
-shot for this purpose. Tests repeated on Jun
21,25,28 & Jul 2.
Jun 21-25, loco 71 003 ran ELGH depot to Basingstoke and return, coupled to 6050 and 7705, both
with motors isolated. During the nights Jul 21/23
high speed shoe gear tests were carried oat using
a Cl.47 loco and DT ABB 975032+BSK S70827+DT
S76300 between Farnboro' & Basingstoke. Speeds up
to 105 mph were authorised in the down direction.
UNUSUAL WORKINGS

On Jun 13 some S. London line trains were being
worked by Saps, e.g. 5626 on 17.15 LB-Vic and
5602 an hour later. This may possibly be usual
on Suns now, as the SL stock is inter-worked with
other services which is not, by and large, true
in the week. Also on the same day Epb 5754 appeared
onSL line; this is the unit usually allocated
to the W. Croydon-Wdon service.
On Jun 28, the 13.03 CX-Ashford was formed
simply of Epb 5004! At the adjacent plat. was the
13.12 CX-Dartford formed 4 Hap : why not a swap?
Drivers on SE Div said to be getting restive
about 4Epb use on long-distance runs and thinking
of"industrial action".
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The annual Brighton station/depot open day took place
on Jul 10, and produced loco 73 122 + DTCs of Vep
7780working a stn-depot shuttle. Apart from the unusual formation, this gave the rare opportunity to
travel behind an EDL.
OTHER INTERESTING WORKINGS
May 8 : The 20.30 Stirling-Brockenhurst Motorail
(ran on the SR via E. Putney, Worplesdon, Botley
and Eastleigh, where it was divided. The carflats
and the passengers proceeded separately. This
was due to engineering works and the need for the
carflats to arrive the right way round at the
terminus. The train normally runs from Kensington
via Southall and Bramley.
On Jun 7. 73 103 + DB 70155 were noted in the
afternoon leaving Redhill for London.
Some W'loo drivers involved in dispute on
Jun 29. Odd workings noted included 12 Vep

on down '91' , 6051/45/8 on up '81', 7385, 7 8 3 1
on down '91'. Also 21.42 W'loo-Bomo/Alton was
7711 alone, which ran to Bomo.
On Jul 8, 19.20 Elgh-Stew. La. run conveyed
ADS 70086 de-icer and 002 with shoe gear removed.
Hauled by 33 004.
On Jul 9, S60041 of demu 1035 hauled by 73 118
from SLEO to SHST via coast and Bton main line.
Also 12.20 WDON-SHST was 7802 + 5675 hauling
S61596S (5343), S16036 (5636), 61597 (5343),
16001 (1130).
OnJul 27, 6Vep+4Sap (5624/31) worked 16.28
Vic-Bton & 17.58 Bton-LB.
The "Tadpole" line
continues to use anything but the correct stock.
May 7 33 039+1206 on 15.10 Rdhl-Rdg; May 11
1313 on 16.04 Rdhl-Ton; May 24 33 042+1201 on
14.26 Rdg, returned from Tonbridge formed
as before plus (in middle)33 033!; Jun 23
33 201+1202 on 6.46 Rdg, and next day, same
service was same
unit + 33 0
6
4
. On 25th loco
was 33 052 (1202's
motors
seemingly
out of
commission). On Jun 26, a
WR
subrban dmmu
worked

7.25 Rdg-Ton.
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Race traffic has brought forth its usual crop of
special services. Ascot on Jun 15-18 had a special
service at 11.46, 12.16, 12.46 ex W'loo, formed
respectively on the 15th of 7191/78; 7205,7141;
7160, 7182. On other dates, same units on different
turns. Lingfield on Jun 25 resulted in extra coaches
on the 10.11, and 12.09 ex Vic, and 16.36, 17.43
and 18.55 ex Ling. Special 11.53 Vic-Ling, stabled
at E. Grin. and 17.57 return; formed loco +10 cars.
Glyndebourne Opera traffic has warranted
special stops and extra trains again this year.
Passengers travel from London on 14 and 15.48 ex
Vic, shopping at Glynde, and 22.40 special runs
from Lewes to Vic calling at Hay. Hth, E. Croy.,
Clapham Jcn. Interesting train : normally formed
4 Cig. Runs e.c.s. from E'bourne (thus carries
headcode 62).
Between July 25 and Sep 4, the 00.13 Seaford-Bton
(stock off the 23.34 ex-Bton), instead of running
e.c.s. back, booked to call at Newhaven Hbr,
Lewes and Falmer in order to serve ferry arrival.
Seaside Saver trips operating again, e.g. 10.14
Balham-E'bourne, return by service train, for
90p.
MISHAPS
With the long hot spell, there have been a lot of
fires, recently. Numerous lineside fires; discarded
cigarette butts often responsible. On the evening
of Jun 7, SE Div in chaos after a cable fire,
reportedly new New Cross. On Jun 30, decking timbers
were on fire in the bridge carrying the Chatham
line over the SW line at Battersea; Chatham line
trains diverted via Stew. La. On Jul 3 there was
a fire at Borough Mkt at 18.00; 16.56 ex Gillingham
halted at Lewisham plat. 17.50. After delay,
passengers turfed out; train sent back to Sevenoaks.
numerous trains stationary until movement again
around 18.30.
Four days later, a fire severely damaged timbers
the bridge carrying the SW line Over the W.London
atW.Lon Jcn. This about 18.30 stopped trains
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into W'loo for about 3 hours. Next morning restricted
service ran, 20 mph limit on slow lines and fast line
bridge being hastily worked on. Same day current had
to be cut off from Malden Manor southwards due to
fire and many other blazes on SW Div.
On Jul 12 a pile of sleepers caught fire at Wokingham; down Tadpole line signals out of action
On next day, a serious cable fire at Wdon Pk
in eve. peak led to heavily curtailed services
ex W'loo. 17.14 Ports. Hbr left at 17.28,
passed Wdon at 18.10. Some trains via E. Putney;
Hampton Ct services shuttled from Surbiton,
Sheppertons to/from Kingston. All trains running
used up fast or down slow lines in affected
area. Unit 022+Cep noted on a passenger train.
New Forest conflagrations : trains suspended
Brockenhurst-Bomo due to major forest fire on
22.

Away from the fire front : On Jul 5, 22.45
CX-Hastings started from Tonbridge; 8 Vep ran
to there from CX, retimed from 22.30. "Incident
at Wadhurst" delayed up demu. On same day,
16.32 W'loo-G'ford New line service terminated
at W'don with 7707 apparently unable to notch
past series. Probably reason for later return
trip to Shst.
On Jun 10, the 6.47 Dover Priory-Vic halted
by communication cord near Bromley. Smoke pouring from train, which was delayed 1¼ hrs:
passengers advised that pick-up shoe had been
lost. On Jun 26, a freightliner train was
derailed between Mortimer and Bramley, blocking
line for a good while.
On Jul 3, 2 Epb 5774 noted damaged at Plumstead.
On Jul 22, 74 010 on 9.36 W'loo-Weymouth Quay
noted unbooked stop at Woking, apparently
failed. On July 27, Cig 7325 seen at Lovers
Walk with slight accident damage (shunting?)
to DTC 76100, Empty 12 Cep formation heading
for Stew. La derailed just outside Vic (E)
Some trains diverted to/from-Blackfriars.

Gillingham posers ; loco 71 012 stationary there
for months, carrying "Not to be moved" sign;
since its arrival de-icer unit vanished. More
details?
Unit involved in Southerham Jcn derailment
(LR31, p.105) on Jun 15 was 4 Cig 7303. Another
accident that day involved loco 73 116 derailed
while shunting at Surbiton about 6.00. Delays
and cancellations to morning peak services; Hampton Ct trains suspended. On Jul 11, 4 Vep 7765
afire (first reports said badly damaged) while
standing in Bton's plat. 3 ready to form 8.58
to Hay. Hth.

On Aug19, half a dozen passengers were injured
when the 17.54 Wloo-Portsmouth crashed at Guildford. As the train (carrying some 600 people)
was entering the station the rear (Cig 7407) was
struck by Vep 7836 which was reversing from
another platform northwards toward sidings.
Extensive damage; firemen had to use cutting
gear. Much disruption to services.
WITHDRAWN STOCK
Jun 7 11.05 Michel.-B'stoke up yard conveyed 4113
complete, plus 4744 complete. These were moved
on to Long Martson graveyard next day. Two reports
clash over next item : both Jun 16, firstly 20.50
B'stoke west yard to Briton Ferry conveyed 12785
(4727), 10315 (4727), 10161 (4294), 12786 (4727),
12729 (4699), 10160 (4293), 12730 (4699). OR,
20.50 B'stoke to Briton Ferry conveyed the same
stock, but in different order. Both reported hauled
by 33 027. The two motor coaches of 4386 were
noted at Straw. Hill on Jun 17. Could these be
destined to become another departmental unit?
Jun 21, 11.00 Michel.-Briton Ferry conveyed 12757
(4713), 10256 (4713), 8946 (4666), 12758 (4713),
12765 (4717), 10306 (4717), 10268 (4749), 12766
(4717). Jun 24 withdrawn Sub 4385 & 4740 ran 10.52
Shepperton-Streat. Hill depot under own power.
Jun 28 11.00 Norwood Yd-Briton Ferry conveyed
2719 (4694), 10263 (4694), 10296 (4674), 12720
1694),12738(4703), 10311 (4703), 10264 (4668)
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2747 14703). Repeated next day with 12735 (4702),
10331(4702), 10323 (4678), 12736 (4702), 12745
470),
10343 (4707), 8911 (4718), 12746 (4707).
Jun 30 ran again with 12787(4728), 10273 (4743),
1449 (4728), 12788 (4728), 12799 (4734), 10338
4734), 8938 (4658), 12800 (4734).
Overnight Jun 29/30, 4746 & 4723 were removed
complete from Norwood Yd to Snailwell (ER)for
scrap by A. King & Sons. The next night 4712
plus 4720 left, followed on the night Jul 1/2
by 4711+4724. These were exceptional loads on
he N. London line, requiring both tracks to
be blocked during their passage.
The TLVs have moved from Oatlands sidings
to Surbiton because of a fire risk at the former,
apparently. They were moved on Jul8. The station
manager at Surbiton has heard whispers, it seems,
that they are to be converted into an exhibition
train.
On Jul 10, 19.30 Norwood Up Yd to Michel.
took 8638 (4746), 10316 (4746), 8906 (4626),
8639 (4746), 12777 (4723), 11455 (4723), 10304
(4680), 12778 (4723). This train ran all the
wayround the coast to reach its destination.
Jul 13 Michel.-Briton Ferry took 10840 (4627),
8907 (4627), 11352 (4646) and 8926 (4626). On
Jul 17 Shst scrap yard contained 4121/4/5/6/7,
4604/6/7, 4384/5/80, 4644, 4377, 4647, 4665,
4624 (all WDON); 4734/28/00, 4688/91, 4740,
4685/6/90/8 (all SHST). Over the way in Norwood
Up Yard were 4706 & 4752 (SHST).
REFORMATIONS

A large number of Subs has been re-formed in an
effort to get "all-saloon" fleet. 4277 has 10463
ex 1377, 4279 10439 ex 4121, 4284. 12374 ex 4634,
4285 12353 ex 4380, 4291 8979 ex 4699, 4294 9007
ex 4727, 4297 12358 ex 4385, 4298 10442 ex 4124,
4299 12380 ex 4640, 4601 10444
and 10448 ex
4126, 4603 10445 & 10446 ex 4127. 4605 12359 ex
4386, 4620 8970 ex 4690, 4621 8980 ex 4700.
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4626 9026 ex 4746, 4627 12386 ex 4646, 4633 12384
ex 4644, 4637 8956 ex 4676, 4659 12362 ex 4622,
4649 12355 ex 4282, 4651 9020 ex 4740, 4654 12364
ex 4624, 4656 9032 ex 4752, 4657 8992 ex 4712,
4658 9014 ex 4734,
4659 8978 ex 4698, 4662 8965
ex 4685, 4666 8993 ex 4713, 4668 8983 ex 4703,
4670 12387 ex 4647, 4671 8991 ex 4711, 4672 9016
ex 4736, 4674 8974 ex 4694, 4678 8982 ex 4703,
4679 12405 ex 4665, 4680 9003 ex 4723, 4602 8968
ex 4608, 4687 9000 ex 4720, 4698 12357 ex 4384,
4710 8986 ex 4706, 4718 8987 ex 4707, 4721 10443
ex 4125, 4722 9021 ex 4741, 4726 8971 ex 4691,
4730 8995 ex 4715, 4723 12365 ex 4625, 4738 9011
ex 4331, 4739 12360 ex 4387, 4743 9008 ex 4728,
4749, 8997 ex 4717, 4750 8966 ex 4686. Saloon
trailers withdrawn but not yet seen in other
units are: 8971 (4691), 8980 (4700). 8991 (4711),
9004 (4724), 9025 (4725), 12364(4624), 8965 (4685)
8966 (4686).
New Epb unit 5263 is in service formed 14521
(ex 5601), 70456 (5343, Br standard), 15449 (ex
15258 of 5130, SR design), 14556 (5636). 5343 was
the unit bombed at Cannon St — some talk that
motor coaches formed into 2 Epb (both motored?
Any details?...) 5263 noted on Jul5 on 17.28
W'loo-Farnham, but in mid-August on Ctl div
LB roundabout.
Cig 7425 which disappeared from the scene for
a while has re-entered traffic formed 76728, 62200,
71093, 76799 : i.e. with a Vep power car.
OTHER STOCK NOTES

The lecture theatre of instruction train 055 has
two clocks bearing the name Doris - probably salvaged from the Belle car of that name.
All Isle of Wight electric units are to be re
-painted over the next year. When acquired from
LT they were painted over LT red, and a further
blue coat was added circa 1972. Now coaches are
being scraped down to bare metal before repainting.
Doors are to be grey. So far S10, S34 and unit 034
(7/94/32) have been repainted. 034 and S10 curently work pier shuttle, except on Sats when a
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seven-car set is used. 044 is running with three
cars of 046. making a 6 coach train, the motor
coach at the Shanklin end of 045 having been
severely fire damaged. It is awaiting repair
or scrapping at St Johns Rd. The suffix 'S' is
being dropped from IoW carriage numbers.
Noted on Jun6 at SHST depot were S10907/8
ex-4361, undergoing conversion to de-icing unit.
Both gutted, fitted with gangway between
driving controls removed. (On Ctl div existing
de-icers retain original controls, but SW — and
probably all SE units? — units, at least
those based at BOMO, have e.p. pattern controls
fitted as drivers not familiar with earlier
equipment), 10908 has had a roller blind headcode
fitted. Also same day, 014 was being overhauled
for a further lease of life.
The Pep train, which has lately been on SR
metals somewhat irregularly, was working its
scheduled diagram until Jun13, when it was
sent to Derby. It return on Jul 10, but only
for 12 days before heading north again.
On Jul3 at least one train of WR airbraked stock was working W'loo-Exeter runs.
Apparently this is now regular; hitherto
all trains have been vacuum-braked.
Two class 74 locos in the news : 74 010
has been experimentally fitted with Punkah
louvres, while 74 006 has been withdrawn
as a result of accident (which one?) damage.
The latter was towed Straw. Hill to Elgh via
Wdon on Jul14.
Also on Jul 14, Gresley BG 70765 was noted
at Clap, Jcn in an evening parcels train. On
Jul 10, Big 7047 was parked in an un-electrified
siding at Gatwick : no report of any defect.
On Jul 21, an ex Metropolitan line coach was
seen at Wdon en route for Acton to be overhauled for Syon Pk.
Units recently returned to traffic after
overhaul are : 7351 (Jun7) - 5027 (Jun8), 6047
(Jun9), 7414. (Jun10), 7002 (i.e. half of 7007
Jun15), 7119 & 7420 (Jun12)4620(
J
u
n21)
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7716, 7796 (Jun24), 7055, 7201, 68001 (Jun25),
5662 (Jul15), 7719 (Jul2l), 6121 (Jul22), 5308
(Jul24), 3003 (Jul26).
STATIONS, SIGNALLING,TRACK

Working roughly east to west : At Dover, development of new roll on/roll off
facilities has resulted in track changes at
Marine stn; all tracks are now severed at the
seaward end of the station buildings.
Martin Mill : since 1903 this station has also
acted as the village Post Office. Apart from
Courror in Scotland, this situation is not believed to arise elsewhere. (Though did Amberley used
to serve as PO for Houghton?)
Freight facilities have been withdrawn from
Sittingbourne. Richborough power station is served
by a single branch from the Minster-Sandwich line.
This was double until conversion of the power stn.
to oil-fired. The trackbed of the Richboro'
Port branch is NOT followed as the O.S. map
implies.
A real backwater in the suburban area is the
Woodside-Selsdon line. Although it is never more
than a few steps from the main line, 8 or 10 car
trains are used. There are 17 down and 18 up
trains scheduled running only in peaks; few
passengers are carried. Sanderstead holds no prin
-ted tickets for the Woodside line. Selsdon,
the junction with S. Croy. line is largely derelict. Printed tickets there include one to Dagenham Dock!
At London B d g e . plat, 7 was back in use by
Jul 28, e.g. by the 18.15 to E. Grin. Its revival
means that the 17.25 Reigate is now reinstated
over its entire run. Track has been laid from
7 across the former signal box site, the box being demolished at the end of June. It seems a new
loco spur is to be laid between 7/8 approach
roads.,
Victoria : Kent coast and suburban ticket
offices finally closed on Jun5. Kent office
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now used for Sealink passengers travelling today. Various queuing alterations supposed to have
taken place, but station still in chaos. Few signs
yet of forecast "improvements," depressing when
one considers the high volume of tourist traffic
handled.
Thornton Heath local/through crossings (only
re-laid a few years ago) now severed, though
most of trackwork in situ : is Thornton Heath
box abolished? At Sutton, outline plans for
redevelopment of stn surmounted by 26-storey
office block approved. The only freight traffic
now on the W. Croydon-Wdon line (the un-electrified
independent single line from W. Croy to Waddon
Marsh was take out of use on Fe1) is now from
Fawley (oil), worked on to the branch from the
northern end.
In Brighton, the viaduct carrying the former
Kemp Town branch over the main Lewes Rd is all
but demolished - a particularly sad loss for envir
-onmentalists.
At Havant the up platform loop is being extended
over the level Crossing to join the up W'loo
line north of the junction. A bus/rail interchange
is planned for The Hard, adjacent to Portsmouth
Hbr. The former goods shed at Winchfield was
burned down on May3.
Relations between BR and the British Transport
Docks Board appear indifferent : it seems a possibility that all rail facilities in Southampton
Docks may scon be withdrawn (Sir Herbert Walker
to turn in his g r a v e . )
Poole : Demolition of the original Southampton
and Dorchester Rly station house at Hamworthy began on May4, but stopped soon after. Efforts to
get the building Environment Dept. listed failed.
Following the Gas Council's opposition to use
of Furzebrook sidings on Swanage branch for gas
traffic, a site near Holton Heath has been suggested.
Meanwhile, Swanage Council has about-turned, and
descended on the closed station
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with

painters

and

and decorators. Aim is to reopen it in 5 years.
Apublic company is to be floated in Oct to raise
£500,000.
Salisbury : Major track alterations in progress
at the up end. Yeovil Jcn : The up plat. loop is
now complete, enabling trains to pass there. Up
loop has up & down starters, down plat. road has
only down starter.
HEADCODES

A frequently-used code which does not appear in
the SEG's headcode guide is B6. This is noted on
light engines between W'loo and Clap. Jn. Could
it be a mistake relating to 6B (W'loo-Stewarts
La)?
Incidentally, a new edition of the headcode
list is now available from Alan Holmewood, price
32p incl. p &p.
RIDING AROUND

LMRhas introduced "Coastway Circular Rides" on
the same format as the "Magnificent Seven" Sats
only Se18-De11, they cost £3.50 and include travel
from any LM station close to London and out to
Rugby, LT travel, plus circular ride taking in two
SR resorts, e.g. W'loo-Portsmouth-Bognor-Vic. Three
to six hours are allowed at both resorts.
ADDENDA & CORRIGENDA

LR 30 P. 76 : There are still quite a few 4 Epb
workings on the Maidstone W. line on weekdays,
e.g. in the eve. peak. Examples on Jun7 18.05,
ex CX 5217 (train booked 2nd cl.

only), 19.10

Pad. Wood-Strood 5354 and 19.32 Maid. W.-Pad.
W 5717+5038. It is curious that this 2-class
branch connects with a 2nd cl. only main line at
Strood.
LR 31, p. 102: For Snowdon, read Snowdown — though
commonly pronounced "Snowd'n."
P. 106 : The Estate Duty Office is part
of the Inland Revenue : nothing to do with BR.
One reader doubts whether Ashford-Hastings line
line speed was as high as 90 mph because of short
distances between distant & home signals, and
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number of level crossings. What about line
speeds elsewhere off the trunk
instance, can anyone report the speeds on
The Brighton-Portsmouth coastway line ?
P. 108 : Cl 73s work on trains to
Didcot to provide extra brake power. A second
Cl. 33 cannot be provided as none are available.
Re headcode 63 : this code is carried
byall W'loo-Basingstoke stopping trains.
91/2/3 apply between W'loo and Eastleigh
and south thereof. A doubtful case is the
7.28 (M-F) which attaches a portion in front
at B'stoke. As the front portion starts
from there, should it carry 63 ?
LATE NEWS

More service cuts ; Proposals are currently
in hand for week end train service economies
to complement those introduced Mondays to
Fridays in May. These would include closure of
the route into Blackfriars throughout Saturday
and Sunday.
In early September, it was reported that
the Guildford-Redhill-Tonbridge link, which
had earlier been threatened with no trains
on Sundays, has been reprieved : one reason
given in local Press was encouraging freight
carryings (?). Understood plan to shut
Hurst Green-Eridge link on Uckfield line
also withdrawn.
Full details of what WILL be cut are
not yet available as consultations have not yet
been completed, but it is believed considerable
service alterations and reductions in frequency in the suburban area are likely.
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Rumoured that Cl. 71 electric locos, which
originated on the SE Div at the time of the Kent
coast electrification, are to be scrapped in
Oct : it's understood they have all been stored.
Their electro-diesel cousins, the cl. 74s, nay
go next May. These locos will apparently pay
the price of not being standard in BR's world.
Moreton Rd bridge between S. Croydon and Selsdon is being rebuilt, and it appears that at
least one weekend of total possession will be
required soon. Might Oxted line services be
diverted via Nunhead and Elmers End in this event
Quite a sight to see demus down that part of
SR's territory.
BR intends to abolish Poole "A" signal box,
the adjacent High Street level crossing to be
controlled from Poole "B", being supervised by
close circuit TV.
On Au18, a Tring-Eastbourne excursion was
hauled south of Mitre Bridge (Willesden) by
33 018, an unusual duty for a push-pull fitted
loco.
Eastleigh has recently received two class
09 shunters from Bristol. These are the sane
as the standard 08s but have a higher maximum
speed. This transfer means that all the 09s
are now on the Southern.
The South Eastern Steam Centre, Ashford,
has closed, and stock still there will be moved
to other centres or possibly scrapped on site.
It is believed that the "DD" vehicles cannot be
moved and will have to be cut up. The Group
has asked the Curator of York Museum if a
section of a coach could be preserved.
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REVIEW

Southern Region Two-Character Headcodes.
J.T. Beecroft & B.W. Rayner. 32p fron
SEG Sales, 48 Church Lane, Chessington,
Surrey. KT9 2DW.
This is the third edition of the Group's
invaluable guide to the Southern's fascinatingly complex headcodes. Can you say
off-hand (loco codes really are a tricky
business, so I think it's
fair only to
slip in a query or two about emu services)
what the code is for Cannon St - Blackfriars
carriage sidings, or Victoria to Coulsdon
North via Longhedge Jcn.?+
SE Div. services running via London
Bridge without stopping show two short
bars over each number, otherwise dots and
bars have faded into disuse. As indicated
earlier, loco codes are really complicated,
right down to the double white blank officially displayed for Hoo Jcn-Grain and Ashford
-Lydd.
It is a fascinating part of Southern
Electric to study and this booklet is an
extremely useful guide. BR, on the whole,
shows less and less inclination to accept
individual region's eccentricities. It is
to be marvelled really that Southern has
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been allowed to go on with its own very
individual system of two-character codes.
Long may they flourish.

(+ Answers to code posers are, respectively,
76 and 74).

ANSWERS & QUESTIONS

Inquiries still roll in, and some answers
are being found. If YOU want the information offered earlier on the Hastings and
Bel units, let N. Owen (9 Birkheads Rd.,
Reigate, Surrey) know : if you've asked
for it but not heard anything, do drop
a line or ring on Reigate 47797.
Now, some answers ; Cep 7101 was first fitted with
Commonwealth bogies in 1960 as a prototype for the phase two Ceps and Beps.
A question was asked about
speed limit warning and indicator boards
which carried two figures. M. Gaywood
reports that the latest amendment to
the Rule Book states that the top figure
(lower speed) is applicable to all trains
except passenger and ECS trains not
conveying four-wheeled vehicles; the
bottom figure (higher speed) is applicable
only to passenger and ECS trains not
conveying four wheeled vehicles.
That works station on the Lymington
branch continues to throw up peculiarities. Simon Edney points out that Ampress
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Works Halt — or Wellworthy Ampress Works
Halt to give it the proper and amazingly
long name — is probably the only BR station
advertised in a bus timetable (Hants and
Dorset) but not in a BR one !
Finally, a set of questions. The following
units had the indicated cars allocated irregularly. Which car went to which unit : 6 Pul
3001-20, MBSOs 11001-40; 6 Pan 3021-37 MBSOs
11047-80; 6 Cit 3041-3, MBSOs 11041-6; 6 Pul
3001-20, TSKs 10001-20, TCKs 11751-90; 4 Lav
2921-53, TCLs 12001-33, TCs 11501-35.
Also, what were the Pullman cars in the
Pul and Cit units ? What were the formation
and car nos. of the DD units ? What were the
formation and car numbers of the 3 Sub units
and their associated trailer units? To which
unit did each car go on augmentation (and also
of the all-steel augmentation trailers) and
how were augmented Subs renumbered?
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